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Characters: 

 

Team Leader  - Rick Spacey 

Actor 2- Page, Wobbly, Jack Sparrow 

Actor 3 - Great Frump, Wobbly, Red Beard 

 
* Dress-up as children enter. Once complete set key and gold in trunk. Hide the gold.  

* Feel free to cut trip to the 1
st
 planet if getting the group up and down is too much. 

* Bubbles are available for Planet Jello activities. 

* If the Wobbly ball activity gets boring you can use the tubes for tug of war. 

* If Planet Jello gets old, substitute it with Planet Yeehaw. The activities can be hoop/neck and 

teacher the cowboy song and have group accompany sing and play their shakers and 

tambourines.  

 

OMB song.  

 

(Actor 2 leaves during song to change.) 

 

PAGE 

Good Day Frumpitos. Welcome to the Great Frump’s home. Whenever we hear the word 

“Frump” we must…Oh here comes the Great Frump!  

 

GREAT FRUMP 

(entering, muttering, wailing and sits on trunk) 

Ohhhhhhhhhhh.OhWohhhhhh. (Muttering) Inconsolable, UNHAPPY. 

Ohhhhhhhwohhhh. (continues) 

 

PAGE 

Ahem. Great Frumpness! What are you doing?! The Little Frumps are here and are 

waiting to be paid. Frumpitos say “Hello Great Frump” (audience repeats with gesture) 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

I’ve lost the key, I’ve lost the key! To the storage room. 

 

PAGE 

The gold Frump storage room? Where’s the last place you remember seeing it? 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

The only thing I remember is that trip to Planet Jello. 

 

PAGE 

Planet Jello? We need help. This sounds like a job for Rick Spacey. 

 

MUSIC CUE: Team Leader-  Music on, Pink Panther. 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

Yes, yes! Get him, call him, get him right away! 
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(PAGE claps, or snaps. PAGE and FRUMP move SR and look around backdrop. RICK 

SPACEY appears around SL of backdrop indicates for kids to “shh” as they are in on 

the secret. PAGE and FRUMP move SL, RICK SPACEY moves SR behind backdrop, his 

hat bobs along top of backdrop. Repeat SR, RICK SPACEY enters SL. MUSIC CUE: 

Female Actor- music Off.) 

 

PAGE 

Rick Spacey! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

At your service. 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

(Hysterical) 

My key! Rick Spacey! My key! Can you help me? Find it. Find it. Find it. 

 

PAGE 

We need you to go to Planet Jello. And find the Great Frump’s key. 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

We’ll pay you. In gold Frumps. (False exit-SR) Eventually. (exits- SR.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

I’m gonna need back-up. 

 

PAGE 

How about them? They all need paying anyway. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Will you all be my detectives? Great! We got it from here Page.  (Page exits SR) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Detectives enter your space pods. (All standing) I need to teach you the GET READY TO 

FLY JAM. PPS set say check, (Check and clap) Light speed suits on check? (Check and 

clap) Ready to travel check? (Check and clap) Space Detectives Let’s Go (clap clap) 

Space Detectives Let’s Go (clap clap) Space Detectives, prepare for take off! (MUSIC 

CUE: Male/Female Actor TAKE OFF SOUND) Let’s all count down from 5 (5,4,3,2,1). 

We have lift-off! (Everyone flyies through the gym on route to Planet Jello. Set-up the 

cones on floor so you have to weave in and out of them. ) COULD CUT AND ADD THE 

CONES FOR THE PLANK 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Hey! I see Planet Jello! Get ready to land. (get everyone seated again to land) (MUSIC 

CUE: Male/Female Actor- LANDING SOUND) 
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RICK SPACEY 

The ground is pretty soft, I can’t land the pod straight. (He lands crooked, falls out of the 

pod. MUSIC CUE: Male Actor- Walking ) Woah! It is very hard to walk - the ground’s 

soooo wobbly. (WOBBLY head-appendages appear above backdrop, and talk to each 

other.) 

 

WOBBLIES 

Bbbblllllllbbbbbbbbbllllll. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Um, hello. They are speaking a different language. Which planet is this? Planet Jello? So 

that must be Jello language. I have my OMB phrasebooks right here. Mandarin. 

Portuguese. Jello. Ah. Here we go (looking in book) Hello..Hello (finds it) Ah. Here it is. 

Bbbbblllll. 

 

(WOBBLIES pop up, and wave.) 

 

WOBBLIES 

(Repeat exactly as Rick Spacey says) 

Bbbbblllll. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

It worked! How are you? Bbbbbbllll. (WOBBLIES wave back.) Let’s all try speaking the 

language.(Gets kids to say phrases - We come in peace, we’ve had a very long trip, etc. 

WOBBLIES reply in Bbbbbllll) Do you play games? (Wobblies enter with balls and 

basket and with Rick’s help they get the space detectives to toss the balls in the basket. 

There will be 2 baskets and 10 balls so there can two stations. Get staff to assist. When 

finished Rick Spacey asks..) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Do you have the Great Frump’s key? Bbbblllll. 

 

(WOOBLIES stop, then shake their heads ‘no.’ They argue with each other in their 

wobbly way. They enter each side of the backdrop.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

No key? Oh, dear. 

(FEMALE WOBBLY goes to hug RICK SPACEY, to cheer him up. RICK SPACEY 

backs away, bumping into MALE WOBBLY. WOBBLIES stay wide, and RICK 

SPACEY moves back and forth between them like a ping pong ball. FEMALE WOBBLIE 

HAS HANDS IN FRONT OF CHEST, AND MALE WOBBLIE HAS ARMS OPEN, 

WOBBLIES STAY APART FOR THE FIRST 4 (OR SO) BOUNCES, SO THAT RICK 

SPACEY DOES ALL OF THE WORK. NEITHER WOBBLIE NEEDS TO PUSH RICK 

SPACEY. The wobblies start to come together when Rick Spacey steps downstage and out 

from in between them. Then when the Wobblies go off stage, they’re facing each other, 
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and instead of hugging, put more room in between each wobblie. Have straight arms and 

hands on the other’s shoulders, and circle around each other in a waltz position, while 

going off stage.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Yes, I like you too, but.. 

 

WOBBLIES 

Bbblllblblblblblbleblblbl. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

(Stepping downstage) 

All this wobbling is making me dizzy & gooey. 

 

WOBBLIES 

BBBbllllllwwwwwwlllllbbbbbbbwwobbbbblllleee. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Let’s get out of here, before we’re all turned to jello mush. (Guides the WOBBLIES off 

stage.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

(Sitting on Trunk) 

Whew, that was close. Back to your pods! I don’t know where to go next. Where would 

you like to go? (Takes suggestions) Sounds good. (Picks a suggestion) GET READY TO 

FLY JAM. PPS set say check, (Check and clap) Light speed suits on check? (Check and 

clap) Ready to travel check? (Check) Space Detectives Let’s Go (clap clap)  

(FEMALE ACTOR - MUSIC CUE: Music On, Pirate music. Suddenly a skull and bones 

flag appears above the back drop.) 

 

RED BEARD 

(Offstage) 

ARRRRRRRR! 

 

JACK SPARROW 

  (Offstage) 

YA-HARRGH! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

What’s that? What’s going on? 

 

JACK SPARROW 

(Offstage) 

SHIVER ME TIMBERS! 

 

(RED BEARD enters SL.) 
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RED BEARD 

(Onstage) 

STONE THE CROWS! 

 

(JACK SPARROW enters SR.) 

 

JACK SPARROW 

(Onstage) 

THROW THEM ALL IN THE HOLD! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Oh, no! It’s space pirates! Wait! We must save ourselves. Let’s pretend to be pirates too. 

WE BE PIRATES TOO! 

 

JACK SPARROW 

IMPOSSIBLE! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

WELL, WE ALL BE VERSED IN THE PIRATE WAYS. 

 

JACK SPARROW 

ARG. SO YOU ALL BE PIRATES, BE YE? 

 

RED BEARD 

THEN WALKING THE PLANK WON’T SCARE YOU! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Walk the plank? You… 

 

JACK SPARROW 

THERE BE A PROBLEM WITH WALKING THE PLANK? 

 

RICK SPACEY 

No. No. 

 

RED BEARD 

ALL SPACE PIRATES WALK THE PLANK. 

 

JACK SPARROW 

IT BE ON THE AFT SIDE OF THE SHIP. WE’LL GET IT READY! 

AARRGH! (As they leave, SL. MALE ACTOR takes remote from Rick Spacey and takes 

it off stage) 

 

RED BEARD 

YA-HARGH! 
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JACK SPARROW 

YA-HARGH! 

RED BEARD 

ARRRRRR! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

(Runs down to kids) 

Space detectives, to prove we’re pirates, we have to walk the plank in an interesting way, 

because we’ve got to stay on task and find that key. 

 

(PIRATES re-enter,SL, with tape. They unroll a strip of tape across stage. ADD 

CONES?) 

 

RED BEARD 

(exits SR with tape and gets spray bottle.) 

THE PLANK BE READY. YA-HARGH! 

 

JACK SPARROW 

You’ve got to keep your feet right on the plank and at the same time, BE INTERESTING 

and EXPRESSIVE! 

 

(Can walk, or hop, but goal to stay on the tape. Rick Spacey goes first.) 

 

(MUSIC CUE: Male Actor- RunDMC)  

 

JACK SPARROW 

WALK THE PLANK! 

 

RED BEARD 

WALK THE PLANK! 

 

(RICK SPACEY helps kids to go back to their seats. Once all kids are back in their 

places MUSIC CUE: Male Actor- off.) 

 

RED BEARD 

YO HO, ME HEARTIES! YOU ARE A TRUE BLUE PIRATE! 

 

JACK SPARROW 

TRUE BLUE PIRATES! TRUE BLUE PIRATES! 

 

RED BEARD 

AND BECAUSE YOU ARE OUR TRUE PIRATES WE WILL HELP YOU WITH 

YOUR MISSION 
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IN ORDER TO FIND THE GREAT FRUMP'S KEY 

DIVE BELOW AND LOOK FOR DAVEY'S TRUNK IN THE SEA. 

 

JACK SPARROW 
KNOCK WITH YOUR TAMBOURINES AND SHAKERS 3 TIMES 

AND THE GREAT FRUMP'S KEY THERE YOU WILL FIND 

 

RED BEARD 

AND DON'T FORGET TO SAY ARRG! 

 

JACK SPARROW & RED BEARD 

GOOD LUCK PIRATES! (exit the stage) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Wow the pirates gave us our clue. We must dive on in, find Davey’s trunk, aaarrrrgh at 

the trunk, knock 3 times with our shakers and tambourine makers, then look inside the 

trunk. 

 

Alright detectives let’s do this. Everyone close your eyes, hold your nose and lets jump in 

the water on the count of 3. (While Rick counts down slowly A2 tapes sign “DAVEY’S 

TRUNK” on the trunk.) We’re under water. (A3 use water bottles to spritz above 

detectives’ heads). Anyone see Davey’s Trunk? Here it is! Let’s do what the pirates said. 

1
st
 we have to use our shakers and tambourines. Everyone, shakers and tambourine 

makers in hand. Got’em? And on the the count of 3 we will shake shake shake three 

times. 1, 2, 3 shake shake shake. 1,2, 3 shake shake shake. Last time, 1, 2, 3 shake shake 

shake. Now give it an arrrrgh. 1, 2, 3 ARRRRGH! Let’s see if the trunk will open. Will 

someone come up and help me open the trunk? Great! (Open the trunk and grab the key) 

 

Detectives we did it! Let’s get this to the Great Frump. Let’s do our GET READY TO 

FLY JAM back to Planet Frump. But this time we’ll press our Turbo Boost to get us back 

there quickly. PPS set say check, (Check and clap) Light speed suits on check? (Check 

and clap) Ready to travel check? (Check) Space Detectives Let’s Go (clap clap). Space 

Detectives Let’s Go (clap clap). 1, 2,3, Turbo Boost (RICK SPACEY exits SR. MUSIC 

CUE: Male Actor- Cannon. ON & OFF. FRUMP enters followed by PAGE, SL.) 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

Inconsolable. Inconsolable, inconsolable. (Cont.) 

 

PAGE 

Rick Spacey and the Space Detectives have returned. 

 

(MUSIC CUE: Team Leader,  Pink Panther.) 

(Note the cut page line, “They have the key” below) 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

Inconsolable-- Incon..What? 
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(PAGE claps. FRUMP and PAGE move either side of backdrop, as in the beginning. 

RICK SPACEY enters, SL. MUSIC CUE: Female Actor- OFF.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

The space detectives saved the day! And here is your key. 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

Gimme, gimme, gimme. 

 

(FRUMP unlocks trunk and gives key to PAGE, saying something about “putting it away 

so that it doesn’t get lost again”.  PAGE leaves with the key. GREAT FRUMP 

verbalizes when he opens the trunk so that the sound cue can happen at the same time.  

MUSIC CUE: Female Actor- Hallelujah chorus as trunk opens. MUSIC CUE OFF 

after a few beats. FRUMP picks up the  gold beads in trunk, and is holding/fondling 

them. NOTE: Don’t get too obsessed with gold. Take the obsession out to the kids, and 

smile so that it’s not so internal.) 

  

GREAT FRUMP 

My gold. My lovely, lovely gold. Lovely. Lovely. Lovely. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Hey wait a minute. These new space detectives need paying. 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

Do you? Are you sure? You had all this fun as space detectives and you want paying? 

Are you sure you’re sure? Very well. 

 

(FRUMP hands out candy gold coins to the kids. MUSIC CUE: Female Actor- Music 

ON & off. PAGE helps FRUMP give out gold.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Here’s lookin’ at you, kid. 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

You won’t stay? 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Other mysteries to solve, other planets to discover. ((Exiting, SL) 

 

GREAT FRUMP 

So long, Rick Spacey. Thank you, Space Detectives. Happy. Happy. Happy. Happy. 

Happy. (Exiting, SL with the gold chains.) 

 

Team Leader 

(Enter, SR) 

That is our show... 
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Planet Yeehaw Scene  
(Option to do both hoop/neck and song activities or just one) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Hey! I see Planet Yeehah! Get ready to land. (get everyone seated again to land) 

(MUSIC CUE: Male/Female Actor- LANDING SOUND) 
 

HANK and MARV 

(entering and singing) 

Oh I love to be a cowboy and ride the open plain… 

 

HANK 

Marv, I sure wish we could find us some new cahboys. 

 

MARV 

Yeeup. 

 

HANK 

These here folks look like they could be darn-tootin’ new cahboys Marv. 

 

MARV 

Yeehah! 

 

HANK 

We’all gonna induct you straight inta cahboy ways. Would ya’ll like that? 

 

MARV 

(Responding to kids answer) 

Yeehah! 

 

HANK 

First thing y’all gotta learn, to be a cahboy is to throw the lasso, ain’t that right, Marv? 

 

MARV 

Yeeup. (Showing hoop and neck) Hoop. Neck.  

 

(MARV demonstrates “Hoop/Neck” by doing Ring Toss game, using Hank’s arm as the 

neck) 

 

MARV 

Yeehah! 

 

HANK 

Well done, Marv,that was smooth. Let me get some cowboys up here to give it a li’l ole 

try? Okay, you.  
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(Select as many children as possible to throw the hoop around Hank and Marv’s  

hands/arms. Give them cowboy names: Cawbohy Isaac, etc.) 

MARV 

Y’all did great, y’all take a bow, ‘cause y’all deserve applause ‘bout right now. 

 

HANK 

That is just dandy. Ya know, Marv, I’m feelin’ it’s tahm for a song. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

A song? 

 

MARV 

A cahboy song. 

 

HANK 

(Sitting on trunk) 

O’course. Everybody gather ‘round the campfire, grab your shakers and tambourines. I’ll 

sing a line, and you sing it back to me: Oh, I love to be a cahboy, And ride the open plain, 

(MARV repeats lyric, getting kids to sing and shake their shakers and tambourines  with 

him.) 

 

HANK 

Oh, I love ta be a cahboy, ‘n’ come ridin’ home again. There’s no better life over laynd or 

sea, It’s a cahboy’s life for me. 

 

(Only do the song once. If it’s going really well, and the kids are totally into singing it, 

like at younger sites, you can use the option to sing it twice. Site dependant.) 

 

HANK & MARV 

YEEHAH! 

 

RICK SPACEY 

(Stands, crosses to front of stage) 

Hank and Marv, we’re looking for the Great Frump’s little old key. 

 

MARV 

Great Frump is a darn-tootin’ cahboy. 

 

HANK 

A key ya sayed? 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Yeeup. 

 

HANK 

Great Frump din’t leave no key. 
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MARV 

Jello. Jello. 

 

HANK 

That’s right, Marv, I clean forgot. Great Frump was on Planet Jello right before she came 

a-visiting us. 

 

RICK SPACEY 

(walks in front of sitting cowboys)  

The key must be on Planet Jello. (faces front) Everyone, back to your space pods! 

 

HANK & MARV 

(Split either side of trunk) 

Y’all leavin’? 

 

RICK SPACEY 

(sits) 

‘Fraid so. We gotta job to do. And we gotta stay on task. Let’s go to this Jello place. 

 

 

HANK 

Well, it sure was nice to meet ya’ll. 

 

MARV 

Yeeup! 

 

(HANK and MARV exit on either side of backdrop, facing audience and singing song.) 

 

RICK SPACEY 

Space Detectives, GET READY TO FLY JAM. PPS set say check, (Check and clap)… 

same to end. 

 


